
Get on the Knotty List



 

Materials

 

John Bead, Masterpiece Glass Bead Boxes

 

.8mm Knotting Cord

 

Design Board and Pins Set

 

Buttons

 

Scissors

 

Thread Burner or Lighter

 

Binder Clip

 

Scrap Piece of Cord, or cut 5" of cord 

1 Hour

 

Beginner to 

Intermediate Macrame 

https://bit.ly/glass-bead-boxes
https://bit.ly/knotting-cords
https://bit.ly/cork-board
https://bit.ly/nb-buttons


Get on the Knotty List with us! Learn a fun macrame bracelet featuring festive

Masterpiece Glass Bead Boxes from John Bead! Lengths noted herein will yield a

7" to 7.5" bracelet. Increase the length of the second cord for a longer bracelet by

10" for every 1/2" desired.  

Select a button and measure its height. An 18mm button, for example, is .75". I

have added a little extra to account for the dome of the button. 

Step 1

Cut a length of .8mm knotting cord that is 25" in length. Fold it in half, connecting

the ends to find the midpoint. Bring the midpoint over a pin at the top of your

design board. Use a binder clip or more pins to secure the ends to the bottom of the

board. This is the main cord. Cut a second length of .8mm knotting cord that is 75"

in length. This will be the working cord.

Step 2

Find the midpoint of the working cord. Bring it under the main cord, forming a

loop that you can then bring each end of the working cord through. This is a lark's

knot. Pull to tighten and wiggle the lark's knot so that it sits center, behind the

pin.



Working with each of the sides of working cord, begin tying hitch knots onto each

side of the main cord. Bring each side of the working cord over the main, then

under the main and through the loop. Then bring each under the main, then over

the main, and through the loop. Repeat this step until your button loop is the same

height as your button. 

Step 2 Alternate- As an alternative to beginning with a lark's knot, you can

simply begin with tying half hitch knots down one side for double the height of

your button, then bring each side together for Step 3.  



Step 3 

Center the hitch knots section over the pin, bringing each of the sides to meet.

Each side of the working cord will be in position to start making square knots over

the two, main cords. Form square knots with each of the sides of working cord.

Loop one side over the main cords. Use the other side to pass over that cord, then

under the two, main cords, and up through the loop. Work this step in mirror with

the opposite cord forming the loop, and the other crossing over it, under the main,

and up through the loop. Create a total of five to six square knots. 

Select a bead that will fit over the two main cords. Slide the bead onto the two,

main cords. Bring each side of the working cord around the outside of the bead.

Tie four square knots over both main cords. Trim one of the main cords.

Note, if your beads will all easily fit over both main cords, skip the trimming step.

The trimming step is handy if your beads are struggling to string over two cords.



Step 4

Continue adding beads and tying square knots between each one. When you have

reached a length that is within an inch of your desired length, unclamp the main

cord from the bottom and string on your button. Go through the shank (shown), or

loop through the holes. Maneuver the main cord back upwards toward the piece.

Pull on the button for tension and give about .75 to an inch of space. Pin the main

cord. Using a length of scrap cord, go through the button and clamp or pin the

scrap cord to the bottom of your design board to secure. 

Begin tying square knots over the main cord and its folded over portion. Tie until

you're within half and inch or so of the button. Bring each of the working strands

through the button in opposite directions. Flip the board and begin tying square

knots in the other direction, starting right up next to the shank, and continuing

until your knots meet where you left off previously. Trim and burn each of the

strands against the knotted work.   



Tips: 

If you're working on a design where it was possible to get both of the main cords

through the beads, when you reach Step 4 you will have two cords. This makes

attaching the button even easier. Feed each main cord through the button in

opposite directions. Fold each main up toward the piece and pin. Take the working

cords and continue tying square knots until you reach the button shank. Trim

both working and main cords and burn to secure. 

If you are struggling to string beads onto your cord, try burning the ends to stiffen.

If you prefer making square knots, you can work Step 2 alternate using square

knots to make your button loop. 

Test your botton before step 3 to make sure it fits. Hold the main cords together

tightly and try to fit the button through it.  

Experiment with the position of the working cords as they sit around the beads.

You can run them easily around round shapes, but other shapes you may need to

deliberately pass under the bead or you can try to work one over, one under, or

position on the side, such as in the oval design in ivory.  


